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Clinical PerspectiveWhat Is New?This is the first study to examine the concordance between clinic and ambulatory blood pressure and to evaluate whether different clinic blood pressure targets affect this association.Using the Systolic Blood Pressure Intervention Trial cohort, we found low concordance in blood pressure and blood pressure variability between clinic and ambulatory blood pressure measurements.What Are the Clinical Implications?We propose using both clinic and ambulatory blood pressure measurements to diagnose patients with hypertension.We emphasize the importance of properly measuring blood pressure and obtaining repeat blood pressure measurements.

Introduction {#jah34265-sec-0008}
============

Hypertension is typically defined in clinical practice and in research settings based on blood pressure (BP) readings during clinic visits. However, BP is a dynamic phenomenon and varies over 24 hours and from day to day, particularly in older adults.[1](#jah34265-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} BP is variable within an individual patient over time and between measurement techniques obtained within a narrow period of time. Diurnal BP patterns in individual patients are common, reproducible,[2](#jah34265-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} and have been well characterized using ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM), a noninvasive technique that provides a 24‐hour snapshot of BP and BP variability.[3](#jah34265-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Unlike traditional clinic‐based BP measurement, which captures BP at 1 clinic visit, ABPM has the ability to assess BP throughout the day and night and provides an assessment of 24‐hour variability in BP.

Previous observational studies, mainly in hypertensive patients, have reported that daytime ambulatory BP or home BPs are usually lower than clinic BP measures.[4](#jah34265-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jah34265-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah34265-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Several recent studies have found that this association is age dependent; daytime or awake ambulatory BP is more likely to be higher than office BP in adults \>50 years of age.[7](#jah34265-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jah34265-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah34265-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} However, results from a large Spanish ambulatory cohort showed that clinic BP was higher than daytime ambulatory BP at all ages.[10](#jah34265-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} They also reported that hypertension diagnosis was misclassified in 40% of the cases using clinic BP. These results highlight the importance of out‐of‐office BP in diagnosing hypertension.

Visit‐to‐visit variability (VVV) in BP provides a temporal measure of the consistency of BP control and potentially also treatment adherence.[11](#jah34265-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Both VVV[12](#jah34265-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and, to a lesser extent, ambulatory BP variability[13](#jah34265-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} have been associated with higher cardiovascular risk. Prior observational studies in people not taking antihypertensive medications[14](#jah34265-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and in people treated for hypertension[15](#jah34265-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#jah34265-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} have demonstrated a notable lack of strong correlation between VVV and ambulatory BP variability, suggesting that they are related to different aspects of cardiovascular health. These data come from observational studies and do not allow an examination of how different in‐clinic targets may differentially affect these metrics of variability.

Additionally, clinic and ambulatory BPs can be used to define normotensive individuals (normal clinic and ambulatory BP) and individuals who experience a white‐coat effect (high clinic BP relative to ambulatory BP) or a masked effect (high ambulatory BP relative to clinic BP). These BP categories have clinical significance. Patients with masked hypertension are at a higher risk for adverse clinical events and all‐cause mortality than patients with controlled clinic and ambulatory BP and white‐coat hypertension.[17](#jah34265-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Recent reports have found an independent increased risk for adverse events with white‐coat hypertension compared with normotensive participants.[18](#jah34265-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jah34265-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jah34265-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah34265-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} As with BP variability, the effect of different in‐clinic BP targets on white‐coat and masked effects is unknown.

The SPRINT (Systolic Blood Pressure Intervention Trial) ABPM ancillary study obtained ambulatory BP readings in a subset of 897 participants in the SPRINT study at selected clinical sites at the 27‐month visit; a second ABPM was obtained 3 to 12 months after completion of the first ABPM on a subset of 203 participants.[22](#jah34265-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} A previous analysis by Drawz et al using the same SPRINT cohort assessed the effect of clinic‐based intensive and standard BP‐lowering strategies on ambulatory BP. Compared with standard treatment, intensive clinic‐based hypertension treatment lowered nighttime systolic BP, daytime systolic BP, and 24 hour systolic BP but did not change the diurnal BP pattern.[22](#jah34265-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} The goals of this analysis are to evaluate concordance (1) between clinic and ambulatory BP, (2) between VVV and ambulatory BP variability, and (3) between first and second ABPM, and further, to evaluate whether different clinic targets affect these relationships.

Methods {#jah34265-sec-0009}
=======

Study Participants {#jah34265-sec-0011}
------------------

Details of the SPRINT study have been published previously.[23](#jah34265-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jah34265-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} SPRINT was a multicenter clinical outcome trial that assigned 9361 participants to intensive BP‐lowering treatment (systolic BP target of \<120 mm Hg) or standard treatment (systolic BP target of \<140 mm Hg). Participants were at least 50 years old with systolic BP 130 to 180 mm Hg, depending on the intensity of antihypertensive treatment at baseline, and were at increased risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD), defined as established CVD (excluding stroke), age ≥75 years, chronic kidney disease, or a 10‐year Framingham CVD risk score of \>15%. Exclusion criteria included diabetes mellitus, previous stroke, polycystic kidney disease, symptomatic heart failure in the past 6 months, left ventricular ejection fraction \<35%, known cause of secondary hypertension, any organ transplant, severe chronic kidney disease (estimated glomerular filtration rate \<20 mL/min per 1.73 m^2^), dialysis, proteinuria \>1 g/d, dementia, and systolic BP \<110 mm Hg after 1 minute of standing. Mean achieved systolic BP in the intensive group was 121.4 mm Hg versus 134.6 mm Hg in the standard group during a median follow‐up of 3.26 years.[23](#jah34265-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

SPRINT participants were recruited at 15 clinical sites to participate in the ambulatory BP ancillary study at the 27‐month follow‐up visit. The protocol was approved by the institutional review board at each of the participating sites. Informed consent for the ancillary study was obtained from eligible SPRINT participants. Participants were excluded from the ambulatory BP ancillary study for the following reasons: arm circumference \>50 cm, shift worker or work regularly scheduled at night, history of breast cancer requiring mastectomy or radiation on the nondominant arm (to avoid frequent BP measurements in patients with lymphedema), or end‐stage renal disease. Clinical and laboratory data were obtained from the 24‐ and 27‐month study visits.[23](#jah34265-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

Clinic Blood Pressure Measurement {#jah34265-sec-0012}
---------------------------------

At each SPRINT visit, trained clinical staff measured BP using an automated oscillometric measurement device (HEM‐907 XL, Omron Healthcare, Lake Forest, IL) and standardized procedures.[24](#jah34265-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} BP measurement requirements included measuring BP early in the visit and not following stressful exam components such as blood draws, proper positioning of the participant in a chair with back support, and proper cuff size determination. The *Manual of Procedures* stated that participants should be resting, not completing questionnaires, and not speaking with study staff during the 5‐minute rest period or while BP measurements were being taken. The *Manual of Procedures* recommended that staff should leave the room during the 5‐minute rest period but return to take the BPs at the end of the 5‐minute rest. The *Manual of Procedures* did not require staff attendance or absence during BP measurement.[25](#jah34265-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} BP was averaged over 3 consecutive measurements obtained at 1‐minute intervals.[24](#jah34265-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jah34265-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

Ambulatory Blood Pressure Measurement {#jah34265-sec-0013}
-------------------------------------

Ambulatory BP was measured within 3 weeks of the 27‐month study visit using SpaceLabs (Snoqualmie, WA) Medical Model 90207 monitors. The monitor was placed on the participants' nondominant arm, measured BP every 30 minutes, and was set so that readings were not displayed. Participants were given written instructions, and staff recorded antihypertensive medication dosage and timing. Based on the British Hypertension Society, a recording was deemed to be acceptable if there were at least 14 readings between 6:00 [am]{.smallcaps} and 12:00 midnight and at least 6 readings between 12:00 midnight and 6:00 [am]{.smallcaps}.[27](#jah34265-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#jah34265-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jah34265-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jah34265-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Consecutive participants who completed the first ABPM were approached to obtain a second measurement at the next follow‐up visit. In this convenience sample of 203 participants, the second ABPM was obtained 3 to 12 months after completion of the first ABPM. Nighttime systolic BP was defined as the average of all systolic BP readings during the 1 [am]{.smallcaps}--to--6 [am]{.smallcaps} window; daytime systolic BP was defined as the average of all systolic BP readings during the 9 [am]{.smallcaps}--to--9 [pm]{.smallcaps} window.[31](#jah34265-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Daytime ambulatory BP was used for primary analyses.

Blood Pressure Variability {#jah34265-sec-0014}
--------------------------

For clinic BP, we defined VVV using the average of the 3 BPs measured at each of the 21‐month through 33‐month clinic visits. We required clinic BP to be measured for at least 4 out of 5 of these visits in order to calculate VVV. VVV was defined as the coefficient of variation (standard deviation of mean BPs from the 21‐month through 33‐month clinic visits divided by the overall mean BP from all those visits).

For ambulatory BP, variability was defined by coefficient of variation and the average real variability (ARV).[32](#jah34265-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} ARV is typically utilized to assess changes in BP that occur over short time intervals; it is the average of the absolute difference between consecutive BP readings.

Statistical Analyses {#jah34265-sec-0015}
--------------------

We compared baseline characteristics and BP variability measures between the intensive‐ and standard‐treatment groups. Continuous variables are presented as mean (SD), and categorical variables as n (%). Statistical significance for categorical variables was tested using the chi‐squared method and t test for continuous variables. Spearman correlations, Bland‐Altman plots, and intraclass correlation coefficients were used to evaluate association, concordance, and agreement, respectively, between clinic and ambulatory BP, clinic VVV and ambulatory variability (ARV and coefficient of variation), and between the first and second ambulatory BP measurements.[33](#jah34265-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Bland‐Altman plots show the average of 2 measures on the *x*‐axis and the difference between the 2 measures on the *y*‐axis. This method is used to evaluate agreement between the 2 measurement methods.[33](#jah34265-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#jah34265-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Agreement can be assessed based on the average and the 95% limits of agreement, which are 1.96 times the standard deviation of the differences between the 2 measurements. A priori, we considered any mean difference \>\|5\| mm Hg to be clinically significant and to demonstrate wide variation. The difference between clinic BP and daytime ambulatory BP by treatment group was evaluated using linear regression, adjusting for clinic site. In secondary analyses we adjusted for potential confounders of the association between difference in clinic and daytime ambulatory BP and treatment arm. These included estimated glomerular filtration rate, age, sex, and race. Additionally, a test for interaction was performed to examine effect modification by each of these variables. We conducted further analysis looking into the difference between clinic BP and daytime ambulatory BP in the prespecified subgroups for SPRINT: previous chronic kidney disease (estimated glomerular filtration rate based on the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease study equation \<60 mL/min per 1.73 m^2^), sex, race (black versus nonblack), previous CVD, and baseline systolic BP tertiles (\<133, 133 to \<145, or ≥145 mm Hg). In sensitivity analysis the κ statistic, a measure of the agreement for categorization of BP (masked, white‐coat, controlled and sustained hypertension) at times of first ABPM and second ABPM, was calculated. κ values of 0.4 to 0.6, 0.6 to 0.8, and 0.8 to 1 indicate moderate, substantial, and almost perfect agreement, respectively.[35](#jah34265-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Statistical analyses were conducted using RStudio (RStudio: Integrated Development for R. RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA, Version 3.0).

Results {#jah34265-sec-0016}
=======

We included 897 SPRINT participants who had acceptable ABPM readings, of whom 453 were in the intensive‐treatment group and 444 in the standard‐treatment group. Characteristics of participants are shown in Table [1](#jah34265-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Overall, at the time of the first ABPM, participants averaged 71.5 years of age; 28.6% were female, and 28% were black. There were no differences in baseline demographic characteristics. Participants in the intensive‐treatment group were on more antihypertensive medications at the 27‐month visit. As expected, participants in the intensive‐treatment group at the time of ABPM had lower clinic and 24 hour ambulatory BP (Table [S1](#jah34265-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, participants in the intensive‐treatment group had a lower estimated glomerular filtration rate (mean 67.3 versus 73.4 mL/min per 1.73 m^2^, *P*\<0.0001) and a lower urine albumin‐to‐creatinine ratio (median 7.9 versus 10.6 mg/g, *P*\<0.0001) at the visit before ABPM. Baseline characteristics were similar between participants who had ABPM measured compared with those who did not and between participants who had a second ABPM compared with only 1 ABPM measurement (Table [S2](#jah34265-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).[22](#jah34265-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Of note, 57% (511/897), 33.8% (303/897), and 9.2% (83/897) of the participants had their clinic BPs taken when study staff were never in the room (unattended), when study staff were in the room during BP measurement and resting period (attended), and when study staff were not in the room during the resting period but were in the room during BP measurement (Table [S3](#jah34265-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Clinic BP did not differ among these different clinic measurement techniques in the overall cohort and in each of the treatment arms.

###### 

Characteristics of SPRINT Participants in the Ambulatory BP Ancillary Study at the 27‐Months SPRINT Study Visit

  Variable                                                                    Total               Intensive           Standard             *P* Value
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------- -----------
  Age, y (27 mo)                                                              71.5 (9.5)          71.6 (9.3)          71.5 (9.7)           0.898
  Female                                                                      257 (28.6%)         132 (29.1%)         125 (28.2%)          0.801
  Race                                                                                                                                     0.502
  Black                                                                       251 (27.9%)         124 (27.9%)         127 (28.0%)          
  White                                                                       604 (67.3%)         304 (68.4%)         300 (66.2%)          
  Other                                                                       21 (2.3%)           8 (1.8%)            13 (2.9%)            
  Hispanic                                                                    21 (2.3%)           8 (1.8%)            13 (2.9%)            
  Body mass index, kg/m^2^ (24 mo)                                            29.5 (5.6)          29.6 (5.7)          29.4 (5.5)           0.57
  Smoking                                                                                                                                  0.597
  Never                                                                       414 (46.2%)         210 (46.5%)         204 (45.9%)          
  Former                                                                      391 (43.6%)         192 (42.5%)         199 (44.8%)          
  Current                                                                     91 (10.1%)          50 (9.2%)           41 (11.1%)           
  Alcohol                                                                                                                                  0.098
  Heavy drinker                                                               103 (11.5%)         43 (9.5%)           60 (13.5%)           
  Light drinker                                                               180 (20.1%)         91 (20.1%)          89 (20.0%)           
  Moderate drinker                                                            216 (24.1%)         31 (6.8%)           18 (14.1%)           
  Nondrinker                                                                  349 (38.9%)         171 (37.7%)         178 (40.1%)          
  Unknown                                                                     49 (5.5%)           31 (6.8%)           18 (4.1%)            
  History of CVD, baseline                                                    195 (21.7%)         94 (20.8%)          101 (22.7%)          0.520
  Experienced CVD event before ABPM[\*](#jah34265-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   29 (3.2%)           15 (3.3%)           14 (3.2%)            1.000
  Diabetes mellitus                                                           21 (2.3%)           9 (2%)              12 (2.7%)            0.625
  Stroke                                                                      1 (0.1%)            1 (0.2%)            0 (0.0)              1.000
  Cancer                                                                      129 (14.4%)         61 (13.5%)          68 (15.3%)           0.488
  eGFR, mL/min per 1.73 m^2^ (24 mo)                                          70.3 (20.9)         67.3 (20.2)         73.4 (21.1)          \<0.001
  Urine albumin/creatinine, mg/g (24 mo)                                      8.8 \[5.4--20.6\]   7.9 \[4.9--15.2\]   10.6 \[6.1--28.4\]   \<0.001
  Number of antihypertensive medications (27 mo)                              2.3 (1.3)           2.9 (1.2)           1.8 (1.1)            \<0.001
  β blocker                                                                   307 (34.3%)         182 (40.2%)         125 (28.2%)          \<0.001
  Calcium channel blockers                                                    416 (46.4%)         271 (59.8%)         145 (32.7%)          \<0.001
  ACE inhibitors                                                              291 (32.5%)         163 (36%)           128 (28.9%)          0.023
  Angiotensin receptor blockers                                               331 (36.9%)         190 (41.9%)         141 (31.8%)          0.002
  α blockers                                                                  80 (8.9%)           47 (10.4%)          33 (7.4%)            0.156
  Diuretics                                                                   530 (59.2%)         342 (75.5%)         188 (42.4%)          \<0.001
  Vasodilators                                                                36 (4%)             26 (5.7%)           10 (2.3%)            0.013

Continuous variables presented as mean (SD), categorical variables as n (%), *P*\<0.05 considered statistically significant; 24 mo indicates data collected at 24‐month annual visit; 27 mo, data collected at 27‐month study visit; ABPM indicates ambulatory blood pressure monitoring; ACE, angiotensin‐converting enzyme; BP, blood pressure; CVD, cardiovascular disease; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; SPRINT, Systolic Blood Pressure Intervention Trial.

\*After randomization; eGFR based on the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease study equation.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Concordance Between Clinic and Ambulatory Blood Pressure {#jah34265-sec-0017}
--------------------------------------------------------

There was poor agreement between daytime systolic ambulatory BP and 27‐month clinic systolic BP as indicated by a Bland‐Altman plot with limits of agreement ranging from −21 to 34 mm Hg for the intensive‐treatment group and −26 to 32 mm Hg for the standard‐treatment group (Figure [1](#jah34265-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). Intraclass correlation coefficient comparing daytime systolic ambulatory BP and 27‐month clinic systolic BP was 0.31 (95% CI 0.22‐0.29) in the intensive‐treatment arm and 0.35 (95% CI 0.27‐0.43) in the standard‐treatment arm, indicating poor agreement. We observed a masked effect in the intensive‐treatment group where the daytime ambulatory systolic BP was 6.6 mm Hg higher than clinic systolic BP. In the standard‐treatment group there was a small, masked effect as well (daytime ambulatory systolic BP 3.3 mm Hg higher than clinic systolic BP; Figure [S1](#jah34265-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, in adjusted analyses, we observed a greater difference between ambulatory and clinic BP in the intensive‐treatment group compared with the standard‐treatment group (Table [S4](#jah34265-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar results were observed in each of the following subgroup categories: age above and below 75 years, history of chronic kidney disease at baseline, race, previous CVD, and baseline systolic BP tertile (Figure [2](#jah34265-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). However, this difference between ambulatory and clinic systolic BP across treatment groups differed by sex, with a more pronounced masked effect among women in the intensive group (Figure [2](#jah34265-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![**A**, Bland‐Altman plot comparing 27‐month clinic SBP to daytime ambulatory SBP. Solid lines represent mean difference in blood pressure, and dashed lines represent limits of agreement (±1.96×SD of difference). Red represents intensive‐treatment arm; blue represents the standard‐treatment arm. Bland‐Altman plots indicate poor agreement with limits of agreement ranging from −20.94 to 34.21 mm Hg for the intensive‐treatment group and −25.74 to 32.26 mm Hg for the standard‐treatment group. **B**, Bland‐Altman plot comparing first ambulatory SBP to second ambulatory SBP. Solid lines represent mean difference in blood pressure, and dashed lines represent limits of agreement (±1.96×SD of difference). Red represents intensive‐treatment arm; blue represents the standard‐treatment arm. Bland‐Altman plots indicate poor agreement with limits of agreement ranging from −27.16 to 20.72 mm Hg for the intensive‐treatment group and −22.62 to 19.60 mm Hg for the standard‐treatment group. BP indicates blood pressure.](JAH3-8-e011706-g001){#jah34265-fig-0001}

![Difference between daytime ambulatory systolic blood pressure (BP) and clinic systolic BP by subgroups in the standard and intensive treatment groups. ABP indicates ambulatory BP; CKD, chronic kidney disease; SBP, systolic BP.](JAH3-8-e011706-g002){#jah34265-fig-0002}

Clinic and Ambulatory Blood Pressure Variability {#jah34265-sec-0018}
------------------------------------------------

Overall, there was poor agreement between clinic VVV and ambulatory BP variability, as measured by the coefficient of variation and ARV, respectively: correlation coefficients are all ≤0.16 (Table [2](#jah34265-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). The results were consistent when analyzed within randomized groups (Tables [S5 and S6](#jah34265-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Clinic BP variability and ambulatory BP coefficient of variation did not differ between treatment groups; however, ambulatory BP ARV was significantly higher in the standard‐treatment group compared with the intensive‐treatment group (Table [3](#jah34265-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Correlation Between Ambulatory Blood Pressure and Clinic Visit to Visit Variability

                     ABPM ARV‐Systolic BP                           ABPM ARV‐Diastolic BP   ABPM Coefficient of Variation‐Systolic BP       ABPM Coefficient of Variation‐Diastolic BP
  ------------------ ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  VVV‐systolic BP    0.13[\*](#jah34265-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   −0.0001                 0.064                                           0.024
  VVV‐diastolic BP   0.16[\*](#jah34265-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   −0.039                  0.071[\*](#jah34265-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   0.035

ABPM indicates ambulatory blood pressure monitor; ARV, average real variability; BP, blood pressure in mm Hg; coefficient of variation, SD of mean BP/mean BP; VVV, visit‐to‐visit variability.

\*Significant values (*P*\<0.05).

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

###### 

Clinic and Ambulatory Variability Results at 27 Months

                                                                               Intensive            Standard              *P* Value
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  Clinic                                                                                                                  
  VVV between 21 to 33 months visits[\*](#jah34265-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}                                              
  Clinic systolic BP                                                           0.08 \[9.6/118.6\]   0.08 \[10.7/135.6\]   0.796[†](#jah34265-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}
  Clinic diastolic BP                                                          0.15 \[9.6/65.9\]    0.15 \[10.7/73.9\]    0.567[†](#jah34265-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}
  Ambulatory blood pressure                                                                                               
  24 hour ARV[‡](#jah34265-note-1006){ref-type="fn"}                                                                      
  Systolic BP                                                                  9.91 (2.18)          10.44 (2.23)          0.00015[†](#jah34265-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}
  Diastolic BP                                                                 7.35 (1.60)          7.79 (1.81)           0.00023[†](#jah34265-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}
  Coefficient of variation (24 h)[‡](#jah34265-note-1006){ref-type="fn"}                                                  
  Systolic BP                                                                  0.11 (0.03)          0.11 (0.03)           0.819[†](#jah34265-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}
  Diastolic BP                                                                 0.14 (0.04)          0.14 (0.04)           0.384[†](#jah34265-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}

\*Values presented as VVV mean value \[standard deviation of mean BPs from 21‐month to 33‐month clinic visit/mean overall mean of BP from 21‐months to 33‐months visits\]. All values presented as mean (SD).

‡ARV indicates average real variability (average of the absolute difference between consecutive BP readings); BP, blood pressure in mm Hg; coefficient of variation, SD of mean BP/mean BP; VVV, visit‐to‐visit variability (standard deviation of mean BPs from the 21‐month through 33‐month clinic visits divided by the overall mean BP from those visits).

†*P*‐values from t test of the log‐transformed values.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Concordance Between First and Second ABPM {#jah34265-sec-0019}
-----------------------------------------

In the 203 participants with a second ABPM, the average time between ABPM measurements was 293±84 days. We found a relatively high correlation between 24‐hour ambulatory systolic BP at 27 months and the second ABPM for both the intensive‐ and standard‐treatment groups (Table [S7](#jah34265-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, Bland‐Altman plots show that the limit of agreement ranged from −27 to 21 mm Hg for the intensive‐treatment group (mean difference=−3.2 mm Hg) and −23 to 20 mm Hg for the standard‐treatment group (mean difference=−1.5 mm Hg) (Figure [1](#jah34265-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). Intraclass correlation coefficient comparing first and second ambulatory systolic BP was 0.50, 95% CI (0.34‐0.63) in the intensive‐treatment arm and 0.61, 95% CI (0.47‐0.72) in the standard‐treatment arm, indicating moderate agreement. The results were similar for diastolic and daytime ambulatory BPs. The time difference between the first and second ABPM was not significantly associated with BP difference between the first and second ABPM.

In sensitivity analysis we found that BP categorization (masked, white‐coat, controlled, and sustained hypertension) did not remain stable between the time of the first and second ABPM, κ=0.38 (95% CI 0.28--0.48) (Figure [S2](#jah34265-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For instance, of 57 participants with masked hypertension in the first ABPM, 28 maintained that categorization in the second ABPM. The κ remained the same irrespective of the time between ABPMs.

Discussion {#jah34265-sec-0020}
==========

Our results demonstrate low concordance between clinic and ambulatory BP as well as low concordance between clinic and ambulatory BP variability. In addition, there was poor agreement in both treatment groups between the first and second ABPMs, which occurred on average 293 days apart. Our study also demonstrated a more pronounced masked effect in the intensive‐treatment arm compared with the standard‐treatment arm.

Multiple factors affect BP measurement reproducibility and level of agreement, including BP technique, device accuracy, setting, and patient factors.[36](#jah34265-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#jah34265-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Inaccuracy of BP measurements could lead to misclassification of BP control, which is particularly significant for patients who are on treatment or near diagnostic thresholds. Accurate BP measurement is also of increasing importance given new guidelines recommending a lower threshold to treat and target systolic BP of ≤130 mm Hg.[38](#jah34265-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} This lower threshold is closer to the peak of the bell curve of routine clinic BPs and therefore increases the number of patients whose true BP is within 5 to 10 mm Hg of the threshold. We demonstrated poor concordance between carefully measured clinic and ambulatory BP and BP variability as well as between 2 ambulatory BP measurements. These results demonstrate the variable nature of BP and reinforce the recommendation from the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association Task Force to utilize an average of ≥2 readings obtained on ≥2 occasions to estimate an individual\'s level of BP.[38](#jah34265-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}

Individuals with masked hypertension, both treated and untreated, are associated with increased CVD risk compared with normotensive individuals.[18](#jah34265-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#jah34265-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Observational studies have shown that 25% of patients with high clinic BP have normal BP outside of clinic, known as "white‐coat hypertension."[36](#jah34265-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Most studies have demonstrated that patients with white‐coat hypertension are at low risk of adverse events; however, several recent reports have found that individuals with white‐coat hypertension are at increased risk for cardiovascular disease and all‐cause mortality.[18](#jah34265-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jah34265-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jah34265-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah34265-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} The United States Preventive Services Task Force and the recent American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines recommend measurement of home or ambulatory BP in patients with high clinic BP to confirm the diagnosis of hypertension before starting treatment (grade A recommendation).[38](#jah34265-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#jah34265-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#jah34265-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} The effect of different clinic BP targets on white‐coat and masked effects was unknown before SPRINT. We have shown that there was a more pronounced masked effect in the intensive‐treatment arm compared with the standard‐treatment arm. However, this observation is based on only 1 ABPM; categorization of white‐coat hypertension may vary over time for ≈25% of patients.[42](#jah34265-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}

Previous studies have shown that BP reduction is greater for clinic BP than ambulatory BP.[43](#jah34265-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} A recent meta‐analysis of 52 studies with 9500 patients by Soranna et al studied the differences in BP reduction on office and ambulatory BP.[44](#jah34265-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} They confirmed previous findings in which clinic BP was reduced by 33% to 36% more than ambulatory BPs. The authors conclude that this difference is not a fixed ratio; rather, it differs by patient characteristics. They cite 3 possible reasons for antihypertensive treatment affecting BP differently, including (1) white‐coat effect varying among patients and affecting only office BP, (2) BP reduction being directly related to baseline BP, and (3) regression to the mean that affects office BP readings more than several ambulatory BP readings.[44](#jah34265-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} These findings could possibly explain why we found a masked effect in both treatment groups, as clinic BP is more likely to decrease than ambulatory BP with antihypertensive treatment.

In our analyses, despite a relatively high correlation between first and second ambulatory BPs, we observed wide limits of agreement in both treatment arms. This discordance between correlation and limits of agreement can be observed when there is a wide range of values because they measure 2 different constructs: association and concordance, respectively. Time difference between ABPMs did not affect BP differences between measurements. We also found that BP categorization did not remain stable between the first and second ABPM (κ=0.38). Our results are consistent with that of Ben‐Dov et al. They found that among 196 subjects who underwent a second ABPM within a mean interval of 1.5 years, diagnosis of white‐coat and masked hypertension were reasonably reproducible (test‐retest agreement for BP was good, κ=0.64).[45](#jah34265-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Current recommendations are for repeat ABPM within 6 to 8 months in patients with white‐coat hypertension.[46](#jah34265-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Other studies found that masked hypertension seems to have fair reproducibility when assessed using ABPM and office BP measures 1 week apart in untreated borderline hypertensive patients.[47](#jah34265-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#jah34265-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} De la Sierra et al report that BP phenotypes (both masked and white‐coat hypertensive) are only reproducible over the short term (during 1 week) and shift to sustained hypertension over long term follow up among untreated patients.[49](#jah34265-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}

The strengths of our study include the ability to demonstrate the impact of different BP targets on concordance between ABPM and clinic BP and BP variability by using a relatively large subset from a randomized clinical trial with diverse participants. Also, the availability of a second ambulatory BP measurement allowed us to assess concordance between 2 ABPMs at 2 different clinic BP targets. Our study had several limitations, including that ambulatory BP was not measured at the baseline SPRINT visit, which therefore limited our ability to assess ambulatory BP trajectories within each treatment group. Only a subset of SPRINT subjects participated in the SPRINT ancillary study, and of those, 23% had a second ABPM; this may limit the generalizability of our results and increased variability of our estimates. However, participants included in the ancillary study had generally similar baseline characteristics to those who were not part of the ancillary study, and participants who had a second ABPM were generally similar to those who only had 1 ABPM (Table [S2](#jah34265-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).[22](#jah34265-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, one of the inherent limitations of the standard ABPM protocols is that BP is measured every 30 minutes, an interval that does not allow for assessment of beat‐to‐beat BP variability. This lack of beat‐to‐beat assessment may explain the observed lack of concordance between clinic and ambulatory BP variabilities. Our results are still subject to selection bias, as participants were not randomized to participate in the ancillary study. Additionally, acceptable readings were consistent with the British Hypertension Society (14 valid daytime readings and 6 valid nighttime readings) rather than using 20 valid daytime and 7 valid nighttime as recommended by the European Society of Hypertension.[29](#jah34265-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#jah34265-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} However, 95% of our participants had more than 70% valid readings and \>20 daytime readings and \>7 nighttime readings, as recommended by the European Society of Hypertension. In SPRINT, whether BP measurement was attended or unattended, there was no evidence that attendance led to lower clinic BP measurements at baseline or follow‐up. The difference in systolic BP between standard and intensive groups was the same regardless of staff attendance.[25](#jah34265-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} These results emphasize that proper BP technique (trained staff, proper cuff size, quiet rest period, using validated automated BP device) is more important than staff attendance. Therefore, we conclude that staff attendance likely did not affect our results.

We conclude that in the SPRINT ambulatory BP ancillary study there was low concordance in BP and BP variability between clinic and ambulatory BP and between 2 separate ambulatory BPs. Results were consistent in the intensive‐ and standard‐treatment groups. These results highlight the variability in BP and the importance of obtaining BP measurements on multiple occasions for diagnosing and treating hypertension. It is reasonable to obtain out‐of‐office BPs to identify patients with masked and white‐coat hypertension as recommended by the United States Preventive Services Task Force and the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines. It is also more practical to obtain repeated measures with home BPs versus ABPM.

Perspectives {#jah34265-sec-0021}
============

The effect of different BP targets on concordance between clinic and ambulatory BP is unknown. The SPRINT ambulatory BP ancillary study provides evidence of poor concordance between clinic and ambulatory BP in the intensive‐ and the standard‐treatment groups. There was also poor agreement between clinic visit‐to‐visit variability and ambulatory BP variability with correlation coefficients for systolic and diastolic BP \<0.16. Although the 2 ambulatory BP measurements were highly correlated, there were wide limits of agreement of −27 to −21 mm Hg in the intensive group and −23 to −20 mm Hg in the standard‐treatment arm. In conclusion, the SPRINT ambulatory BP ancillary study demonstrated that there was low concordance in BP and BP variability between clinic and ambulatory BP irrespective of treatment target. This emphasizes the need to properly measure BP and to obtain repeat BP measurements and argues for using both clinic and out‐of‐clinic BP to classify patients before diagnosing hypertension and determining the best course of treatment. We are unable to make specific recommendations on the number of separate occasions BP should be measured to correctly classify patients' "true" BP. Future analyses will compare BP measurements taken in routine clinical settings to BPs obtained in the research setting. Also, studies are needed to determine the number of high BP readings in clinical practice that typically trigger physicians to intensify therapy.
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